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An orphaned baby sea otter has found a home forever. The 10-week-old sea pup was discovered on the beach due to strong El Nino waves on January 6 in Caramel, California, where it was rescued by the Monterey Bay Aquarium. Finally, with the approval of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the sea otter was taken to Chicago's Shedd Aquarium, where she now leads a happy
life. According to the Shedd Aquarium, the sea otter, named Puppy 719, for now, is adjusting to her new surroundings well. Since she arrived on January 27, she has even graduated from bottled food to solid food. Unfortunately, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service decided that the puppy would not be able to return to the wild because sea otters usually spend up to nine months with
their mothers learning to survive, and puppy 719 spent only a few weeks. But with constant care and a team of experts, this puppy seems to be enjoying its time at the Shedda Aquarium. Follow the latest daily buzz with buzzFeed Daily Newsletter! Follow the latest daily buzz with buzzFeed Daily Newsletter! Getty Images sleek and shiny, the otter spiraled on the shore before
slipping away, re-entering the water by melting, as Ted Hughes once wrote. Unsurprisingly, the Eurasian otter (Lutra lutra) has inspired some remarkable writing, from Henry Williamson's Tarka otter to Gavin Maxwell's Ring of Bright Water. Our only local species force through the water per meter per second in pursuit of eels and other fish. It is the pinnacle of its food chain, without
natural predators, and yet its existence is a triumph against the odds. Living in cold water, the metabolic engine of the otter works about four and a half times faster than that of a dog. National Geographic CreativeGetty Images In Being A Beast, writer Charles Foster tried to live as one, counting that he had to eat 88 Big Macs every day to keep up. These jangling, snarling,
roaming, twitching bundles of ADHD, as he put it, spend 18 hours asleep and six hours involved in a frantic murder. Foster realized that it was impossible to imitate their way of life. It is so difficult for zoologists to follow them in the wild that leading British researchers can only get close when they are dead. Here are the best places in the UK where you can catch a glimpse of these
fascinating creatures... 1. Boscherson Lakes in Pembrokeshire-Bosherson Lakes in Pembrokeshire is one of the most reliable places to meet these mammals. Even I saw one swimming among the lily pads here. They are mostly nighttime, so it is better to look for them at dawn and dusk. 2. Earsham Wetlands Centre Earsham Wetlands Centre on the banks of the Waveney River,
on the Suffolk-Norfolk border, offers free entrance and walks along the riverbank where they regularly This is a former otter breeding centre for the Otter Trust. National Geographic Geographic Images 3. Shropshire Wildlife Trust otter project volunteers can help control otter populations for wildlife charities. The Shropshire Wildlife Trust's Otter Project uses camera traps to search
for otters on the River Severn, and the Canal and River Trust is looking for volunteers to help survey otters on Birmingham's waterways. Contact Paul Wilkinson at enquiries.westmidlands@canalrivertrust.org.uk. 4. Isle of Mull Perhaps the most reliable place for otters is the Isle of Mull. Other sea lakes along the west coast of Scotland are also rich in otters, which can be seen
feeding for food at the water's edge. But don't call these animals sea otters - they're still our native otter, not another North American sea otter. Getty Images This feature is from Country Living magazine. Sign up here. This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more
information about this and similar content on piano.io as a journalist, I am always looking for the best way to record and navigate my interviews without spending hours on transcription. Lately I've been leaning towards using Otter.The free app that launched on iOS, Android, and the Internet in February, records audio and converts speech into text on the fly using voice recognition
algorithms. It also syncs the sound with the text while playing, so you can click on any word to hear exactly what was said at the time. While Otter algorithms don't produce ideal transcriptions, it's accurate enough to help you choose which passages deserve more time for manual cleaning. (Image: courtesy of AISense) On Wednesday, AISense, the startup behind Otter, launched a
premium version of the service. Free use is currently limited to 10 hours of recording per month; Users can pay $10 per month (or $80 per year, or $3 per month for students) to raise the recording limit to 100 hours and add some advanced export options, including audio exports. Otter also releases a way to record and transcribe phone calls on Android devices - for both free and
paid users - and adds a tool to embed images into transcription. I'm still torn between gullible otters and sticking to my long-standing method of taking handwritten notes along with synchronized audio (currently with iPad, Apple Pencil, and notability). But with some improvements, Vydra can offer the best of both worlds, and subscription pricing will be well worth the time. As Otter
worksWhen you start using Otter, you are encouraged to record a sample of your voice, which should help the app distinguish between you and other speakers. You you can import contacts so that Otter can share transcripts with other employees. While some speech services to the text require you to download pre-recorded sound, sound, The app makes a recording itself and
starts transcribing right away, so the words are shown on the screen as they speak. (The text becomes temporarily unavailable after the recording ends, as Otter indexes the transcript, processes key words and speaker details, and compresses the sound.) The app can even distinguish the speakers; If you mark a line of dialogue with a person's name and hit the rematch speakers
button, Otter does a very good job of applying it to the rest of the transcript. (Image: provided by AISense) As you would expect, Otter transcriptions, operated by AI, are far from flawless. Misinterpretations are common, and the application has a strange tendency to chop one section of the dialogue into several lines, sometimes even in the middle of a sentence. The otter allows
you to clear the dialogue yourself, and can slow down the audio to help with that, but my feeling is that if you aim to decipher the whole conversation with perfect accuracy, the otter won't be much better than manual transcription software. The app is best used to capture the basics of the conversation, so you can choose the best parts to view and clean up. What I would like to see
most from the otters, then, is the best way to mark these conversations in real time. During interviews, I often write follow-up questions, summarize the current topic, or ask for important answers. While Otter offers a search bar and tries to tag some keywords automatically, being able to add my own annotations will make sorting through the text wall even easier. Now I am
considering a hybrid approach. Because otter and notability can both record audio at the same time on my iPad, I have Otter to produce written transcripts by taking notes in a small Notability box on top. (Otter does not currently support Split View multitasking, allowing the two apps to work side by side.) It would be better, however, to have all my notes and audio in one place.
Dropbox Of Voice RecordingAISense is a venture startup - it raised a $10 million series round in November, so I'm somewhat concerned about its long-term viability as a consumer business. In addition to the self-driving application, the company has a licensing agreement with the web conferencing company Zoom to decrypt video calls, and conducts some other transactions in the
enterprise and educational arenas. It is reasonable to wonder whether Otter can eventually become a mainstay for enterprise use, sell itself to a corporate company, or fully focus on technology licensing. They draw frequent analogies between their run 15 person operations in Los Altos, California-unicorn Dropbox and Slack, which make almost their money from the use of the
enterprise, but collect valuable data and feedback, making their products freely available to individuals. In addition, AISense expects that the vast majority of Otter users will not pay anything for the service. We think we're creating a new app that defines categories like Dropbox, like Slack, says McAter. And we're really focused, like them, on getting that spread as broadly as
possible. McAteer and Liang also argue that, like Slack and Dropbox, AISense will not show ads, and uses only anonymous transcription data to improve its service. This security is critical for any application, but especially one where the records you download may contain sensitive information or sensitive personal information. In March, after questions from THE REPORTER zack
Whittaker, Otter updated its privacy policy to remove any mention of the use of customer data for advertising. The firm can still access user records though, and it reserves the right to share user data to respond to legitimate requests and court orders. Users can delete this data themselves, but not if law enforcement has already asked the company to keep their records. Perhaps
journalists concerned about requests from overzealous law enforcement agencies should simply be glued to pen, paper and offline records. We encrypt everything and make sure that everything is safe and confidential, and the user owns their own data, liang says. If you remove it, we will definitely erase it. To secure the future for its consumer applications, AISense will work on
both its core AI from speech to text, as well as additional transcription features. Liang says the ability to annotate transcripts is on the roadmap (but only after the conversation is over) and the company is looking to add more AI-driven analysis of its transcript. For example, an app can tell users what it's talking about or extract elements of the action. Later this year, Otter will also
add transcription of phone calls to iPhone users, although iOS restrictions on direct call recording are likely to require a workaround, such as merging a call with a third party that handles the recording. Such features could give Otter an edge over tech giants such as Google, Amazon and Microsoft. While Otter already undercuts some other auto transcription startups such as Trint
($15 per hour or $40 per month) and Descript ($10 per month for early adopters, but with only 30 minutes of free recording), larger tech firms could costs down even further if they made colloquial voice transcription a priority. Google currently offers speech-to-text services to developers, but at $0.024 per minute, or $1.44 per hour after the first 60 minutes, the cost is quickly
becoming much more than Subscription to the otter. But then again, Liang and McAteer are keen to compare themselves to Dropbox and Slack, both of whom hold their own against Big Tech. We're not standing still, McAter said. We expect them to have an offer, just as they have a proposal today for cloud storage, just as they have an offer today for cooperation. That didn't stop
Dropbox and Slack from enjoying mass adoption as a clean game. Play. animal personality test lion otter beaver retriever
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